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Can a privately-held company
benefit from adopting internal
controls over financial reporting
as required by the Sarbanes-Oxtey Act
(“SOX”) even though it is not subject
to SOX?
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Hycrete, Inc.

Hycrete, Inc. is a technology company that strives to fix the biggest problems with the most used
constructiàn material in the world -- concrete. Concrete is a naturally porous material that readily
allows water penetration resulting in leaks and various types of damage, including corrosion of
embedded structural steel. Hycrete’s patented admixture has two performance characteristics.
Hycrete lowers capil!ary absorptionsby a factor of around five versus controls and most competitor
products and Hycrete prevents corrosion by chemically bonding to the surface of steel reinforcements.
These, c upled with an advanced service platform, permit what was once considered impossible
-; watertightmembrane-free concrete construction. The Hycrete system is a groundbreaking integral
waterproofing and corrosion-mitigating solution that typically costs 30 percent less than traditional
membranes and coatings, saves weeks to months on each project, and is much greener versus
traditional systems.
Hycrete is among the most celebrated clean tech companies in the world and has numerous
certifications and awards. Hycrete has been recognized as.a World Economic Forum Technology
Pioneer and is frequently highlighted in industry and main stream publications alike, including a lime
Magazine cover story, The Wall Street Journal, Business Week, Greentech Media, and Construction
Today. On July 2nd President Obama highlighted Hycrete’s technology following a roundtable
discussion with CEO David Rosenberg. Hycrete has recently expanded to nine loEations in the U.S.
and five internationally.
Hycrete was the first material to be certified by Cradle-to-CradleTM because it reduces the material
demand of concrete construction, enhances the recyclability of concrete, and improves structure life
cycle. A relatively small amount of.Hycreté material typically replaces thousands of tons of non
renewable resources in the form of traditional waterproOfing systems and packaging, materials that
are typically high in VOC contentand are very difficult to recycle. Several recent high profile structural
collapses have highlighted the nation’s problem with infrastructure corrosion.
Hycrete. hasbeen shown to dramatically reduce corrosion damage to steel in concrete, which has
the potential to improve safety and extend the service life of our nation’s bridges, tunnels and roads.
With the recent developments and popularization of green building Hycrete is able to add significant
benefit to clients. For example, Hycrete recently achieved a stand alone LEED point for the.Thomas
Jefferson School Of Law in San Diego by significantly reducing the environmental footprint of the
school’s new headquarters.
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Section 404 of SOX
Yes.
requires the management of a
public company to report on the
effectiveness of the company’s internal
control procedures over financial reporting
in reports filed with the SEC. Examples
of internal controls include procedures
to ensure that transactions are properly
authorized and recorded and that assets
are protected from unauthorized use.
Although private companies generally
are not subject to SOX, a private company
with a SOX compliant system of internal
controls may be a more attractive
acquisition candidate for a public
acquirer.. The acquiring public company
will be required to integrate the private
company’s financial statements with its
own, and, after closing on the transaction,
the CEb and CFO of the public company
are required to certify ajothereliability
of the Corripanssystm ‘of internal
controls over those financial statements.
Accoidingly, if the exit strategy for. the
owners of a private company includes
the sale to a public company, compliance
with Section 404 of SOX while private may
provide a significant advantage.
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Click for additional
information from Giordano,
Halleran & Ciesla PC.

VIDEO President Obàma touts the benefits of Hycrete technology during a press conference

attended by Hycrete CEO David Rosenberg and seven other Cleantech leaders.
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